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J.

OVERVIEW

This thesis is about my poetry and how I use poetry as an emotional release. I will debate
the notion that self-published poetry is not as prestigious as works published by university or
commercial presses. To secure this debate I will compare my poetry to that of famous poets,
such as Shakespea_re, Dickinson, and Rilke and show the different ways poetry can be
approached and judged. Then I will use samples of my poetry and relate them to psychological
theories. Theories related to giief and self-actualization will show the gravity of my poetry.
This, in tum, will show how poetry can be used for therapeutic purposes, as well as strengthen
the argument pertaining to the emotional appeal my poetry has.

II.

EXPLANATION OF POEMS

My poetry has been self-published in two separate books: Changing Sky (2004) and From

My Heart, Soul, and Mind (2007), by AuthorHouse Publishing, Inc. Self-publishing is often the
path taken by first-time authors or those who are unable to find a publisher to buy the
manuscript. With Changing Sky, I went directly to self-publishing as a first-time author. The
process is simple: send in the manuscript, tell the publishers what you want, the publishers tell
you the price, you agree, and a couple months later you hold a copy of your book. The
publishers will take care of everything, from designing the cover to licensing the copyright- for
additional compensation of course.
When I was ready to publish From My Heart, Soul, and Mind, I contacted a few
publishers in attempt to sell my manuscript. Two of the publishers responded that they had
already met the quota for books thi s fi scal quarter, but would keep me on the waiting list. The
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other never responded. Due to my lack of patience, I decided to self-publish my second book as
well.
For this thesis I will be using the poems located in From My Heart, Soul, and Mind. I
kept the poems in the same format and sections as they are found in my book. The poems have
been allocated into sections. Each has a homogeneous nature with a somewhat similar tone. Not
every section is as deep in emotion as the next, but each was written with sincerity.

From My Heart. This section covers my own emotions toward love. Though some of the
entries are entirely of my own feelings, several of the poems are inspired purely by the love of
close acquaintances. Thi s section will not be referenced to within the psychological theories I
will cover, but it is still an essential part of who I am and gives a more rounded view of my
poehy.

From My Soul. Here, questions of faith on a variety of subjects are put to the test. Faith
of religion, future, and of fellow man are analyzed, while self-realization remains a constant
battle. I referred to thi s section for Self-Actualization. Self-actualization is seen as the
enlightenment of one's mind. Higher than self-esteem, self-actualization is achieved when you
know who you are, what you are, and what you want in life. You no longer question what your
purpose is. Both in this section and From My Mind, I waiver between doubt and actualization.

From My Mind. How often do you think something that you would never say aloud?
This is where I can lay those thoughts to rest. The intrigue of why things occur and why people
act in a certain manner has always been a fascinating inspiration. This section was also
referenced to for Se(f-Actualization. While the soul section focuses more on the spiritual aspect
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of self-actualization, this section deals with how I think and what I want out oflife. Combined,
these two sections exemplify the struggle toward self-actualization.

Dear Family. Everyone has the same issues with different perspectives, in regards to
family. Not only does this section cover my own thoughts and admirations of the family unit,
but it also contains entries by special request and for special occasions of my family and their
loved ones. I did not use any of these poems within this introduction, but it is a valuable patt to
understand the other sections.
'

To a Dear Friend. My most powerful poems are found in this section. The majority of
these entries are dedicated to my dear friend, Ricky, who passed away on October 15 \ 2004.
Both warmhearted and poignant times rekindle the longing for this lost friendship. The poems
found here are on the extreme side of personal, private thought, but I believe it is the personal
factor that fuels the understanding and overall strength of any poem. Many ofthese poems are
for one particular friend, but there are also several poems dedicated to my dear, close friends
who have strived to fi ll the void created. The poems in this section were primarily used for the
theories discussed below in Grief The poems I wrote for Ricky depict most of the stages of
grief as noted by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross. From denial to acceptance, these poems show the
journey to starting over, without a dear friend by my side.

Though I have published my work twice, sometimes I hesitate sharing my poetry. What
will people think about me? What if they get the wrong idea? Then I realize that this poetry is
who I am. Readers can feel what I felt, or at least understand how important these thoughts are
to me. I hope that my poetry helps my readers. If anyone is going through some stressful point
in their life or is simply wondering what the purpose to their own is, I want them to able to read
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my books and know that someone has had the same thoughts. I want you, whoever is reading
this now, to understand how important poetry is in my life. Read on, and you shall see who I am
and what poetry is to me.

Ul.

POETRY IN MY LIFE

There is much to be said of the significance poetry can play in one's life. This significance
cannot be taught nor fully appreciated by an outsider. The depths of one's soul and hidden
~motions release themselves in the flowing words. Hence, poetry cannot be judged by form and
'

rules alone. Poetry also must be judged for the emotion it evokes upon the audience, whether
one soul or a group of many. The poems closest to one's heart may seem mild, immature, or
oxymoronic to the artistic nature. For poetry that is deep to me could be found juvenile by a
professional poet or critic of poetry. Yet, poetry it is.
This, ironically, underlies the internal battle I face-judgment. I do not feel that I need
approval for what I write because the words are my life, my dreams, my fears. Though I do not
think others ' opinions should matter, I want so much to be considered a good poet by those who
read my work. Poetry encompasses my very existence. While reading through poems of the
past, I can recollect the surrounding atmosphere. I am set back to the moment when ink hit the
paper or when my fingers gracefully stroked the keys. When aged, I will be able to tell my story
not through pictures, but through words written in artistic sound.
I was merely fourteen when I composed my first poem. Shyness and hesitation overcame
every uttered thought. Yet solace was found in an unlearned skill. Poetry arrived right when I
needed it to and brought a way for me to convey the bundle of emotions hidden from the surface.
At age fourteen, my first poem was written. The poem entitled, "Someone Who Cares," was
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dedicated to a teacher who recognized growing. The inevitable awkwardness of the teen years in
combined with the general cruelty of peers attributed to mylackluster will in middle school.
Yet, this one woman saw through the rough exterior and voiced high opinion of my character.
Until that moment I had little experience with poetry. A year or two before haikus (a
simplistic form of a poem with a designated number of syllables for each of the seven lines) were
lightly covered for a week-then the class retumed to the dreaded state-enforced essays.
"Someone Who Cares" was not grand in linguistic form nor did it shatter any thoughts that lie
dormant in the world. It simply was a show of gratitude for someone understanding without
even asking what was wrong. It is not often that one can listen to unspoken words and derive
from them what is usually only hinted to.
Subsequently, other poems followed. Publication was not a goal at that time. There was not
even a desire to share the words with others. The poems were mine, by me and for me.
Frustrations of school and family relations were vented in written form. Flirtations were hidden
from the admired. Reli gion was questioned, doubted, and upheld. As the difficulty of the
language increased, so did the maturity, depth, and age of a novice poet.
After destroying the armor of insecurity I wore, I began to share my poems with family and
friends, primarily my first grade teacher, with whom I had kept in touch. They started to inquire
about my thoughts on publishing because the poems, especially for my age, were very good . I
took all this as simply a show of kindness by my loved ones. Then, however, my mother began
to share my poems with her co-workers. She would come home and relate that the poems made
so-and-so cry or that yet another person said the poems were "too deep" to have been written by
a fourteen year old. This boosted my confidence about writing poetry to the extent that a new
goal was formed: to be a published author.
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After that, writing became my huest passion, one that I embraced to make a dream a reality.
While tragedies were not yet present, ttials were abundant. Finally, the finale to my first
publication·was written in peaceful solitude in the halls of higher education:

The Marina
Looking out on the marina,
Such a peaceful sight
The flags waving in the wind
The boats are still and shine a sparkled light
The sun glimmers off them
Creating a glorious glow
The water matches the sky's blue
And the ripple capture the mind as they move ever slow.
Being lost in this moment,
With no benefit of time.
Sitting, staring at this sight
Does not strengthen body, soul, or mind .

.

But yet, moments such as this
Are needed from time to time.
There is no explanation why
No God-given sign.
Perhaps, it is not too bold to say
That these moments give reason to live.
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A sight such as this has no corrupt nor twisted meaning,
A rare moment to live.
No, man has not yet found a way
To make these simple moments erase,
No determent to society
They will never cause pain or fear among one's face,
So although body, soul, and mind remain unchanged
And although this sight will remain the same
The heart needs these pure, untarnished moments
To look upon the marina again.
July, 2004
(Linton, 13 7)
Soon after this poem was written, an email changed my goals in life. An email, commonly
known as spam, advertised the great option of self-publication through AuthorHouse. At first, I
considered it as I do all junk mail, looking for the catch or the fine print. Then, I saw the
opportunity to receive a free publishing guide. I took advantage of this opportunity. A week or
so later, I received a booklet that explained the mission of the company and the costs and options
for writers. "THE RIGHTS REMAIN YOURS" was in big, bold letters and, thus, my decision
was made.
The collection of poems I had attained through years of hobby was moving from a dream to
reality. With the poems enveloped inside a painting that hung stagnant on my bedroom wall I
'
dedicated the collection to my family with a special note for the great man, my loving
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grandfather, who passed nearly thirteen years earlier. There was no hint to a rush of desperation
that would soon follow.
During the publication process, which took two months, ink and paper did not meet. Life
was grand. Classes were easy, loved ones were healthy, and I was happy. Up to this point, I bad
yet to write a poem from a state of pure happiness. The poems originated as a consolation for
difficult times. I knew how to write happy poems for others celebrating events, but did not
possess the ability to write for my own happiness. I believed, that had I attempted to do so, the
poems would not have been as well written because of the motivating power of depression.
Perhaps a character flaw but, for me, feelings of sadness are much more powerful than waves of
happiness.

On September 27, 20041
held the first copy of my book.
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The painting on the cover looked
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as spectacular as it did in real
life. I stared at it in disbelief.
The cover pictured a figure alone
in a boat upon calm seas, with a
storm brewing in the
background- morbid beauty.
My grandfather lacked no skills
with the visual art. Grandpa
Linton started painting when he
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was forty. For thirty-five years, he developed beautiful paintings- country fields, portraits, the
sun lifting of the water. Anything that was beautiful in nature, he exemplified through his
painting. The next day, I received a call at work from my mother that another package had
arrived. I opened it in avid anticipation as soon as I returned home. Enclosed was the lot of one
hundred free books I received as a first time author. Foregoing the priority of homework, I
immediately sat down with a blue pen. I wanted to share my accomplishments with my friends
and family. Over the next few days books were distributed among the people in my life. Some
books were shipped to long-distance relatives. Some were delivered in person via special trips.
There was a high degree of anticipation to deliver a copy of the book to my best friend. I
traveled to school, on a day I had no classes, for this very reason. Ricky had acted as my editorin-chief and main critic. For this reason, I indicated in the written dedication that it would not
have been possible without him. I finished with, "I don ' t know what I'd ever do without you."
This dedication implied more than gratitude for his assistance with the book. Ricky and I had
become close friends during my freshman year of high school. We were inseparable. For the
first time, I felt I had a friend who truly understood who I was and loved me for me. Since the
time we met, when I was fifteen, my confidence was bolstered with frequent compliments and
statements about lucky he was to have me. He helped me expand my list of dreams with his
perspective on life. He was the one I turned to when I had a problem, and he always answered.
He accepted the book with open arms. After a few hugs and congratulatory remarks, we sat
and watched the gleaming sun upon the pool's crisp water. We made plans for later that night.
We met for dinner and spent the rest of the night driving in our youth-carefree to the ensuing
future of tomorrow. With a warm hug and a light kiss upon my cheek, we parted-for longer than
I expected. After work the next day, I returned to a temporarily empty house and began the
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homework previously ignored. Ricky called and asked ifl wanted to do something a bit later. I
responded with uncertainty due to the surmounting abundance of work. Another disconcerting
fact was be wanted to drive to Tampa (across the Howard Franklin Bridge from St. Petersburg)
and had lately encountered several ill experiences due to hi s driving record-three speeding
tickets and two accidents in a two year span. I knew my parents would not have a good response
to the request (yes, even in college their words had a bearing upon my actions). At 6:50pm,
Ricky called to see if I would be joining him. I declined, but wished him a good time. Around
7:00pm, I inquired to my mother about dinner and, with a frustrated glare, she remarked she did
not want to cook and told me order pizza. Unfortunately, I could not get deli very for the pizza I
enjoy so my mother and I ventured out to feed our appetites. At 7:05pm, Ricky called to tell me
be was almost to the bridge and that he'd call me tomorrow with the details. "Love ya. Talk to
you later."
Saturday, I woke up in an abnormally great mood, gave work a call to see if they needed any
extra help (it was my day oft), and went in thirty minutes later. My Office Depot was literally a
quarter of a mile away from my house. I began working in the far side of the store, straightening
shelves, among other things. I come across some clearance backpacks and give my mother a
call, a teacher for underprivileged children, to see if she wanted any of them. Not too long later
my mother came in and stopped at the nearest cashier. I spotted her out of the comer of my eye
while I was assisting some customers. Soon I saw my store manager approach her and, after a
short exchange of words, he turned back toward the office. Meanwhile, my mother stm1ed
walking toward me. I m et her half-way. She took hold of my hand and led me to the break
room. The earnest steps made my mind stray and race. All of my grandparents were advanced
in age and had not had great health in past years. What happened? Who was I going to cry
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myself to sleep for, while uttering prayers for understanding? She made me take a seat in the
nearest chair and started to cry when I inquired about the purpose of her visit. That was it. That
was the beginning of my downward spiral. Ricky. Car accident. Dead on impact. Silence.
Then a crash of emotions and a flood of tears sent me to the ground. I shook with disbelief.
Mom, for reasons I still do not know, fcft the break room for what seemed to be eternity. I went
to my locker in baste, threw the lock across the room, and grabbed my cell phone determined to
find out that she was wrong. She wasn't. I left the break room, my eyes watching my shoes.
Mom grabbed my arm and said she would drive. In a raised voice I proclaimed I could drive my
car and that the house was a mere two blocks away.
I arrived at my house with my brother and one of my loving grandmothers waiting at the end
of the driveway. Tears streamed down my face. I felt hot and moist, yet cold in bewilderment.
My brother immediately took hold with the longest, most sincere hug that had ever been
exchanged between the two of us. My grandmother took my purse, as my brother stayed
attached to my side, leading me to the house. To this day I have not forgotten the care my little
brother had for me. I do not think I'll ever have the opportunity to repay him for a moment like
that. Soon I found myselflocked in my bedroom, screaming into my pillows, glaring at every
object with any insinuation of our friendship. I cursed him. Cursed him for being careless.
Cursed him for leaving me alone.
Mom tapped on the door and told me I need to call Ricky's mom, whom had requested to
speak with me. I ignored it. I was not ready to hear it again, nor to comfort someone else.
Instead, I turned my computer on and opened the file, New Poems. Three poems were created
that day. All were for him, about him, comfmting me. There were many more to come. I had
never actually written a poem for him although he had requested me to several times. I
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explained time and time again that I could only write when I wanted to, when I was so
impassioned for someone I loved or due to an occurrence that had shaken me with a loss of oral
communication.
Hence, my second book started with a tragedy-a loss that I still write about from time to
time. The first book took over five years to develop. This one took only two. Soon after
beginning it, I decided on a title, From My Heart, Soul, & Mind. With such an abrupt start, the
poems continued to engulf my mind. I became more passionate about subjects I once responded
to with dull emotions. I held my family and friends closer and above all. I wavered in the
judgment of God and questioned why good people were ill-fated. The increased emotion did not
occur only through my writing. I started to cry at movies, while reading books, and with every
general occurrence that never before would have caused me to shed a tear.

Poetry for me has become a counsel that understands without uttering a word. Poetry is not a
means of living or a way to some impossible fame. I love the feeling that I can say what I will
and that, somehow within the words, I am liberated of any burden holding me back from living
life to the fullest. Simple and complex, happy in ignorance and depressed in knowledge, this is
me. Poetry, to me, is not just an at1 or a hobby. Poetry is what allows me to keep up with fate
and look at it with a smiling guise of contentment.
So, why is my poetry more powerful than some of the greats? Because, I am not one of the
greats. I am a normal (if normal can be defined), average, young woman going through the
many battles we all face. I'm not writing for money nor recognition. I am not trying to appeal to
a targeted audience. My poetry is from my heart and because I speak of common occurrences, a
reader will relate to my poems better than those before me. My poems may not be as intellectual
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as Diclcinson or Rilke, but they are better understood by common audiences. The poems are not
as romantic as Wordsworth, but still full of passion. I watch friends, family, and strangers alike
read/listen to my poetry, and they breakdown in tears or have a look of utter awe.
After considering the words of those before me, one can see poetry is as indefinable as the
wind is invisible. It changes and moves throughout the years, without notice or control. Though
poetry, itself, will never answer to any one calling, the poet shall be not the one that writes a
fanciful verse or two and adds a couplet to the end. Instead, the poet shall bring emotions to
others, while remembering and conveying the heartaches, happiness, and soulful findings in our
lives.

IV.

WHY MY POETRY IS POETRY

What makes all I have just said valid? Is my poetry actually poetry? Just as it is
impossible to defme what art is good art, poetry is also impossible to define because the essence
of it differs for each individual. What seemingly simple verse may bring tears to one and receive
a sound of indifference from another is not cast into doubt for lack of poetic nature. Rather, the
verse has merely proven the great diversity of human nature and has acknowledged that beauty
varies in scale regardless of which sense is being appealed to. There are some who would argue
that self-published material cannot be compared to that of the greats- Shakespeare, Dickinson,
Rilke, to name offew. Others would argue if a written work had any value that it would be
immediately picked up by a publisher, not through the writer's own expense. Critics do not
realize that poetry has many faces and with each face, a different voice. I am not here to argue
that my poetry belongs in the same collection of the above mentioned greats, but I will say that
my work is in fact poetry of great value. It can and has had more affect on readers, both familiar
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and unknown persons, than some of the greats' works. For instance, the formal properties in the
works of Dickinson are great, but many readers find her poems cold, lacking in emotional
appeal. My poetry has emotional resonance and that has merit too.
Poetry is an art; poetry is the basis for song; poetry is an emotional release. The beauty
of poetry is the adaptation to whatsoever the beholder needs and wants. Poetry does not possess
the rules of life, nor does poetly answer to any guiding factors. Poetry is what poetry is said to
be. That said, Jet us pursue further the use of poetry as an emotional release. This is an important
element to consider because this is what poetry is to me, as it is to many others. Through writing
and reading alike, poetry can provide a detour from highly-emotional states and bring a sense of
comfort to any situation. The term "emotional," in this context, is not intended as a negative state
of mind. Instead this term is used to cover the vast scope of emotions one may feel at any point.
Words, just as emotions, are powerful factors that shape lives and define key moments. As said
before, "there is so much I want to say but don't know how to say it"; poetry takes away this
burden. When I cannot convey or justify my emotions orally, J write a poem. Thus, the
linguistic art of poetry may be used to strengthen a weakened soul in defeated, desperate times or
relish the blissful moments in a way forgotten speech cannot.
Following this section you will find samples from the greats and the known reasons
behind their writing. None of the following is from self-published poets. Most of these men and
women gained their fame post-mortem. By comparing my poetry with the following poets, you
will see both the conventional and emotional fmms in writing. I hope you will find that although
my poetry is self-published and lacks strict form, the emotional appeal within it is makes my
poetry, good poetry.
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v.

POETRY THROUGHOUT THE AGES

Unlike so many things in life, poetry has no master who gives a defining statement
delineating its very existence. Instead, distinguished practitioners of this artistic form have
shaped the way society views the linguistic art. Aristotle with his views on all matters;
Shakespeare and hi s sonnets; Rilke and his love poems; Wordsworth in romanticism; and
Dickinson's poems of such great intellect have all brought forth a vision into the world of poetry.
None of these great writers has the same style nor do they address the same topics. Each is
different. The purpose of this overview is to exemplify why critics have difficulty defining what
good poetry is, as well as how my self-published poetry may indeed have more impact than that
many critics believe.

Aristotle wrote an argument on Poetics in attempt to define both poetry and the poet.

Poetry has been used throughout the ages, and bas evolved with the ever changing nature of the
world. The task of defining poetry has been taken on by many greats, including Aristotle.
Aristotle stated, that there is an art, poetry, may either combine different or consistent patterns
(Butcher, 1). These poems, according to Aristotle, had strict fonn but no defined boundaries and
were unable to coin the tenn poetry (I merely used the tenn because this is what he speaks of).
Thus, a man of great intellect found poetry indefinite to any boundaries as well. Sophron and
Xenarchus, to whom Aristotle referred, were great playwrights. As with much of the poetry in
B.C., it was used as entertainment upon stage. Aristotle also had worked with defining who
should be titled a poet. "People do, indeed, add the word 'maker' or 'poet' to the name of the
meter, and speak of elegiac poets, or epic (that is, hexameter) poets, as if it were not the imitation
that makes the poet, but the verse that entitles them all to the name" (Butcher, 2). Thus, simply
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writing a verse does not entitle one to the label poet. Rather, it is a life burden of a poet to
lament and praise one's own life as well as fellow man (as women were of little consequence at
this time in history). Even with this great burden already, a poet in classic view must write in
strict forms. Lyric and epic were forms commonly used in this time period. Lyric form is to be
written with rhymes in a musical flow. Epic is the form used to tell a great story of length, with
Jess stress on rhyme and more on parataxis (shmt statements avoiding the use of conjunctions).
Thus, Aristotle judged poetry based on the strict use of form. Poetry focused solely on
expression would have little or no appeal to this great philosopher.

Shakespeare wrote on a variety of subjects, with emotion, but in strict form. He was one
of the most renowned authors of the English Renaissance is still very present in textbooks,
classrooms, and essays such as this. Of course, Shakespeare was writing for coin, constantly
taking quill to parchment for the next play to pay the bills. His less celebrated works, the
sonnets, offer a different view of his literary greatness. A sonnet is "a lyric poem almost
invariably of fourteen lines and following one of several rhyme schemes ... The two basic sonnet
types are the Italian and the English Shakespearean" (Harmon, 476). The rhyme scheme
Shakespeare employed is the iambic pentameter, aka the English Shakespearean- which refers
to a line consisting of five iambic feet. Beyond the want of coin, Shakespeare wrote a series of
sonnets that were "written straightforwardly, directly, by one person for another, with an
immediate and sincere impulse" (Rowse, 40). Were the sonnets really meant for another's eyes?
I disagree that these sonnets were written for the gain of coin or emotional connection and agree
more with another statement Rowse made, "they were autobiography before they became
literature" (Rowse, 39). Within Shakespeare's sonnets, hi s life was documented,-perhaps for
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another, but more likely for his own emotional release. Therefore, by Aristotle's standards,
Shakespeare was a poet,-by the form of his poetry and by the life he lived within his writing.

Sonnet 18
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate :
Rough winds do shake he darling buds of May,
And summer's lease hath all too short a date :
Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmed ;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance or nature's changing course untrimmed.
But thy external summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow'st ;
Nor shall death brag thou wander'st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st:
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.
(Rowse, 38-39)
This sonnet, arguably Shakespeare's most famous, follows the strict guidelines set forth
for writing sonnets but sti II is rich with the emotion of love. Here, Shakespeare is praising his
love's beauty by referring to the most attractive features of summer, without the fading or chance
of clouds. In his verse, he is announcing a perfect beauty found in his love. Aristotle argued that
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the burden of the poet is to praise the lives of heroic persons. Shakespeare does this by making
this great beauty immortal through his verse. He is ultimately a great poet because he perfectly
combines form and expression.

Wordsworth helped the wave of Romanticism with hi s joint-publication with Samuel

Taylor Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads. Romanticism within writing "based value in the individual,
on the romantic view of nature, and on an organic concept of art" (Harmon, 440). An
unconventional measure was taken to express honor, awe, and fear, especially in the face of fate.
Along with the rest of English society, Wordswmi h rebutted the norms of many manners. Much
romanticism stressed the heroes and emotions leading to the changes in society. As the
following poem reads, Wordsworth has no dedicated form but impassioned questions about the
relation of human and social nature.
The Recluse

My voice proclaims
How exquisitely the individual Mind
(And the progressive powers perhaps no less
Of the whole species) to the external World
Is fitted:--and how exquisitely, too,
Theme this but little heard of among Men,
The external World is fitted to the Mind ...
(Wordsworth, 1)
Lacking form does not detract from this as an example of poetry. Wordsworth brings
forth deep questions to with passion and intrigues the reader's mind. Wordsworth's poetry
exemplifies poetry as emotional release. The unconvential form lacks the strict format of
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Shakespeare and the like, but the emotion running throughout the words makes Wordsworth's
poetry great. He, after all, defined poetry as expression: "powerful emotion recollected in
tranquility" (Wordsworth 2, i).

Dickinson was one of the first, after Wordsworth, to break traditional rules by adding

unconventional methods to the lyric form. Emily Dickinson is renowned for complex poems that
leave the reader dumbfounded or in an emotional knot. She once stated, "ifi read a book and it
makes my body so cold no fire ever can warm me, I know that is poetry" (Flanagan, 1). With her
own statement defining poetry and that of Aristotle, I find it difficult at times to include
Dickinson as a poet. Her words are great in complexity alone, but do not bring any feeling such
as the great cold she remarks on. When reading her poems, no great sense of emotion is evoked,
nor do I feel J have gained knowledge into a subject too deep for my shallow means. However,
after much internal debate, it is the personal touch deep with seemingly unrelated subjects that
makes Dickinson a great poet. I criticize for what I feel to be a lack of emotions, merely because
my poetry thrives with emotion. Even with this criticism, I cannot be justified with the claim
that Dickinson is not a poet. Her poetry does not affect me in anyway, but the form is present
and detailed in much of her poetry. Dickinson is truly a formed poet.
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My friend must be a BirdBecause it flies !
Mortal, my friend must be,
Because it dies!
Barbs has it, like a Bee!
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Ah, curious friend!
Though puzzlest me!
(Sullivan, 308)
108
Surgeons must be very careful
When they take the knife!
Underneath their fine incisions
Stirs the Culprit-L(fe!
(Sullivan, 308)

The poems I chose to represent Dickinson are reflective of style, verbiage, and nature.
As Aristotle would make note of, she does not lament or praise any great life. She does not pour
her heart into the words and bring the reader to the point of frost bite. Her unconvential methods
are not appealing to me. When I read poetry, I want to cry and laugh. I want to feel what the
poet was feeling when he/she wrote the poem. Dickinson speaks of worldly effects and makes
them rhyme. Yet, this is poetry of an original form and with such deep meaning that it appears
to lack emotion. Rilke, on the other, is one of my favorite poets due to the deep emotion his
poetry possesses.

Rilke exemplifies the more fluid form of poetry much like modem poets. Rainer Maria
Rilke is seen as one of the twentieth century's greatest poets. His works baffled readers,
encompassing them in an envelope of anxious solitude. He was a man of complex thought and
deep-rooted emotions. Rilke frequently wrote of intemal struggles: love, loneliness, insecurity,
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and depression. Though Rilke was surely writing for financial gain, just as Shakespeare had, he
also was expressing his innermost emotions, attempting to relieve the burdens of distress.

Untitled from Other Difficulties
Being-silent. Who keeps innerly
Silent, touches the roots of speech.
Once for him becomes then each
Growing syllable victory:
Over what in silence keeps not silent,
Over the insulting evil,
To dissolve itself to nil,
was the word to him made evident.
(Rilke, 71)
Rilke follows a rhyme much different from any classical form . ABBA CDDC is
demonstrated with end-rhymes. Follow the ending word in each line, "innerly," "speech,"
"each," victory." Innerly and victory rhyme and thus, are the A's. Speech and each rhyme,
therefore are the B's. With passion, Rilke describes the common issue of holding in one's
emotions until they build insurmountable, and this growing emotion only finds release when said
aloud. Aristotle said, "speak of elegiac poets" and, thus, Rilke would be viewed as a poet in his
eyes. As Shakespeare wrote his sonnets for sole contentment, Rilke wrote his poems and merely
shared them with the world. Due to Rilke's great expressionist nature, I find his poetry
exemplatily of what I would like my own poetry to become- full of emotion in fluid fmm .
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Form versus Emotion
As you can see, throughout the ages there has been a constant struggle in defining and
judging poetry. The followers of strict form, Aristotle, Shakespeare, and Dickinson, have the
respect as great authors and poets. These writers receive resounding applause from critics. My
personal appeal, however, is found with the expressionists, Wordsworth and Rilke. This poetry,
my poetry, speaks to all (forget the critics).
Those who write through expression connect with their readers in a way form writers
cannot. When! read anything, especially poetry, I want to feel what they felt. I want emotion to
run through me. I do not care if there a specific pattern or form. Yes, rhyming makes poetry
flow better, but if a poet needs a word, that does not foll ow the rhyme scheme, in order to have
the greatest emotional impact- give me the emotion! Why read something that does not make
you feel- anything? Happy, sad, alone, relief, this is what poetry should bring.

VI.

THERAPEUTIC POETRY

It is the moments of grief and stress that motivate my poetry. Even in my second book

(attached to this essay), poems of happiness are rare. This struggle for light-hearted poems is
significantly due to Ricky's death, which still influences my writing today- over two years later.

In my poems, a reader can see the development of a writer in terms of skill and knowledge of the
art form. However, one also can see the psychological turmoil underlying the poems. As this
section explains, I sec my poetry moving through the stages of grief, catharsis, and selfactualization.
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Grief
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross introduced the process in which people deal with grief and tragedy
in her book, On Death and Dying, in 1969 (Tischler, 59). She described how people go through
a series of stages, which ultimately progresses to acceptance. Kubler-Ross believed that most
individuals initially experience denial, but the time frames and experiences need to accept a loss
or tragedy are different for each individual. Kubler-Ross also explained that everyone goes
through at least two of the stages, but not necessarily all of them nor in the order described.
Throughout the book, especially the section To a Dear Friend, I deal with grief due to Ricky's
death. When I read about the Five Stages of Grief, I related to four of the five instantaneously
with my poems.
1. Denial - is the refusal to accept a given circumstance. Denial is abundant in many of my
poems pertaining to Ricky. In My Thoughts (Linton, 68) exemplifies this. So often I've

longed; To pick up the phone; To tell you about my day; And everything you've already
known. Though this poem was written nearly two weeks after the accident, I still was
struggling with the realization that I could not call him, that I would never see him again.
Denial also is found in the journal entry I included in the introduction. I shook with

disbelief Mom, for reasons I still do not know, left the break room for what seemed to be
eternity. I went to my locker in haste, threw the lock across the room, and grabbed my
cell determined to find out that she was wrong. She wasn't. (XV) Initially, I did not
think it could be true. Why/how would someone my age and so close to me die?
2. Anger- strong apathy against God or another due to what has happened. I thought that I
would be mad at God-but, instead-much of my anger was directed toward Ricky and the
loved ones attempting to comfort me.
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The initial part of my anger was directed toward loved ones' attempts to console
me. I wanted to be left alone. I did not want to hear "I'm sorry," "Are you okay?" or
anything else said generically to provide comfort. Two poems were generated purely
from this attitude: Tearful Smile (Linton, 64) and Unwanted Gift (Linton, 65). Tearful

Smile was written the day I found out about Ricky and no one would leave me alone. I
do not appreciate,- When I am asked ifI 'm alright. You don't see my face,- Nor the tears
blurring my sight? No I'm not alright. I know that's the answer you regret to hear. I
will not lie,- My heart weakens with evety tear. Eve1ything will be just fine. That's no
comfort as well. Stop telling me to calm down, As another tear begins to swell .. .I could
not and do not understand why people try to tell others that everything is okay, when
obviously it is not. I know they were just trying to help, but it really was not helpful. It
simply reminded me that something was wrong. Unwanted Gift was written a few days
following, due to an influx of flowers. Flowers are a nice gesture,- Which are

appreciated after time, But when received at a time like this, They take what peace is left
in the mind. Again, kindness reminded me that in fact, he was gone, and I did not
respond well to this reminder.
Though anger is listed as the second stage in Kubler-Ross' model, I do not believe
I truly felt this until a year later. I did, of course, curse him the day I found out, but that
quickly became tears. I was upset with myself for being angry at him, so I bundled it up
until I could not take the pain anymore. On the anniversary of Ricky's death, I was all
alone. The rest of my family was out of town, most of my friends had plans, and I was
off work. I sat in my room, staring at a painting Ricky had bought for me. Then it hit
me-that I would not be alone if he was still here. Jt was his fault I was alone. I went to
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my computer and started typing, but it was not a poem I was typing, it was a Jetter. A
letter to Ricky about what had happened, how I could not forgive him, and how I still
thought of him. It made me feel better for the moment. And, I regret not being able to

forgive andforget. You see, Ricky, you broke one too many promises-the last being the
worst. Remember that Madonna cd that you 'pinky swore' you'd give it back, but all]
have now is the empty case? Ironic, isn't it? That of all the promises, ofall the
memories and pinky swears, that is the one I will forever hold against you. (Linton, 77)
3. Bargaining- trying to bribe God for the loved one's life back. For instance, "God, if you
bring Ricky back or ifl can see him one more time, I will never miss church again."
After reviewing my poems pertaining to Ricky, I cannot find any that represent this stage
of grief. To my knowledge, I did not ever bargain for anything. Not to offend those who
may bargain for life, I do not think I did/would bargain against something permanent like
death.
4. Depression - is "a deep dejection and despair" (Heffner, 18). As mentioned, my

compositions typically occur when I am under a great deal of stress or depressed. In
pertaining to the passing of my friend Flashbacks (Linton, 70) exemplifies my
depression. Memories live on,· Prolonging my days. Dreams are seldom; Reflective upon

those fonder ways. Long-standing pains anew. Doubtful hope that they will end. A
constant longing from this wounded heart; To finally uncover a way to mend. For the
longest time, I was unable to dream and, when I did, I had nightmares about what had
happened. Perhaps, I made myself stop dreaming so that I would not have to relive it in
my mind. For two years, I struggled against tears. I fought tears when I had too much
time to think, passed by a familiar spot of ours or simply was alone for too long.
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5. Acceptance- This stage took much longer for me to achieve than I would have thought.
I consider myself as a strong spirit, someone who has endured more than most my peers.
I can handle anything, so I though. However, acceptance without depression came only
when I realized that I was okay on my own. Before Ricky passed away, I believed I
could never face the world without him by my side. Now, I have much more confidence

in my self-sufficiency. In Curse of the Flower (Linton, 81), I explain how love, even
when lost, is necessary for a heart to mature. To love is to subject yourself to loss. How
the evitable light burns, But without love, A life never matures.

Through my poetry, one can see four of the five stages of grief! experienced. Poetry helped
me throughout this very diffi cult time, and this dreadful occurrence added deep emotion to my
romantic form.

Catharsis

In psychology, catharsis deals with the passage to closure. The focus is on the process of
a conclusion to an emotionally difficult event, primarily with a death or break-up from a loved
one. Cleansing one's emotions and accepting what has become is key in the search of selfactualization. Aristotle stated that the main objective of a tragedy is being " through pity and fear
effecting the proper purgation [catharsis] of these emotions" (Harmon, 75). My poetry is, in
sorts, a tragedy. Therefore, by Aristotle's definition, I am successfully completing the main
objective-catharsis. While writing poetry, my mind and soul go through the very emotions I
describe. When bad days arrive, my pen and paper (or my keyboard) take me through the
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processes I need to emotionally heal fi·om that day. My poetry also takes my readers through the
"process by which an unhealthy emotional stated produced by an imbalance of feelings is
corrected and emotional health is restored" (Ham1on, 76). Readers feel these emotions, too.
Readers go through these therapeutic stages, in hopes to leave with a healed heart and/or mind.
My closure came from the realization that I was not alone and that my ability to have a
close fiiend had not expired with Ricky's death. In the year following his death, my friendship
with a co-worker (Kathy) grew, which quickly became a distraction from the void left in my
heart. Kathy also helped me expand my dreams, while simultaneously joining me in
accomplishing dreams and goals set forth with Ricky. One poem provides the complete journey
of a new friendship giving closure to another. It is difficult to extract specific verses in this
poem, as each one delineates the process to closure.
Refer to page seventy-seven of this paper to see Twice the Luck in its entirety. I wrote
this poem and dedicated to Kathy, but keeping Ricky in mind. I start the poem remembering the
past with Ricky-the love and confidence he taught me and our argumentative times. I express
sorrow for the loss of not only him, but such an endearing fi·iendship. How could anyone ever
have a kindred relationship more than once in life? A few weeks after his death, I stopped
ignoring everyone when Kathy invited me to Busch Gardens for a Halloween celebration. We
quickly became great friends. I trusted her, and she was there to help me deal with Ricky's
death. She helped me smile again- a feat I did not think would happen without Ricky around. It
is because of her friendship that I realized my youthful life was not fated to depression. I love

not knowing what is next, And knowing that whatever it is you'll be there. For once I am the
lucky one- Two bestfriends. My heart equally shared
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I believe what kept me depressed so long was the misconception that I never would have
as good of a friend as Ricky. I could not fathom having such a strong bond with more than one
person. While the friendships are qualitatively different, they are both powerful and sincere.
With my new close friendship I felt closure and was purged of my lonely thoughts.
I know I can never know exactly what will happen or ever be able to control fate, but I do
know there will always be poetry. Poetry keeps me going strong and makes everyday a new
challenge that I can look forward to overcoming. Within poetry, I find my strength, define my
weaknesses, and the make the best of my opportunities.

Self-Actualization

Self-actualization is the state all people subconsciously seek. You want to know your
purpose. I want to know mine. To get to this point, we must question and trust the answers we
find. Viktor Emil Frankl and Abraham Maslow, a neurologist and psychologist, have developed
theories of self-actua lization. Frankl, the neurologist, is often referred to in psychological te1ms.
Maslow is used frequently in the business world, as well as in the psychological field. Both
place self-actualization as the hi ghest achievement for any individual.
Viktor Emil Frankl, an Austrian neurologist, was the founder of existential theory which
focuses on the issues of isolation, mortality, and meaningless. Existentialism deals with the idea
that humans arc alone in the world. According to existential theory, self-awareness is necessary
for addressing these issues and for self-actualization to occur. This is not the only theory that
addresses the importance of, and process to, self-actualization. Maslow's Hierarchy ofNeeds
also addresses this concept. According to Maslow, achieving self-actua lization requires that all
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physiological, security, social, and esteem needs have been met. Struggling with these needs and
defining oneself is not an uncommon feat.

Who Knows Me (Linton, 28) covers the initial stage of self-actualization- the question, who
am I? You this is the truth: I learn more about myself every day. As far as who I am, Who's to

say? I have not yet decided; How I want to be, So when you take a quick look, Don 't think you

know me. Many people attempt to understand someone without really knowing them. It is
impossible for someone else to understand you, if you don't even know yourself.

Twenty-One and Still Alive (Linton, 36) is a poem that stretches across three pages. I wrote it
on my twenty-first birthday, in case that was not obvious. Here, I find myself through hi story
and present. Though no one else had yet to truly understand, I knew. The first section of the
poem ends with: Twenty-one,· Andfinally awake-The best years of my life were spent in

ignorance, No knowledge of what was at stake. Finally, I began to realize what had occurred and
how it changed who I was. Within the second section, I compared who I was to that of what
people thought: For I am not everything they think. Yet, I am more than they'd guess. How I

stumble across a t;ght rope; Between glory and an utter mess- Is unknown to most. The fourth
and final section of the poem ends with a momentary taste of self-actualization: There is the

peace-The inability to change. I am who I am, Nothing to be ashamed. Twenty-one and
impassioned- A heart strengthened in pain. All that has happened to me and all there is to come
shape my character and defines who I am. My life has meaning and affects others. No matter
what happens, I am proud to be myself.
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summary

I have shown the battle of form versus expression and supported my expressionist,
unconventional view. With this thesis, I have proven the merit of emotional appeal and the value
of my poetry. Critics will not make me confom1 to other ways of writing. I will not change to
strict form to win over the commercial press. I will express myself through unconventional
methods of writing, and one day, hopefully, be remembered for it. Now you know where I stand.
Read on to my poems, and perhaps afterward, you will have an understanding of who I am- a
sister, a daughter, a student, a dreamer, a friend , and a poet.
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Loved and Lost

I thank God
For now knowing bow love feels.
Possession can always lead to loss,
Loss is easily recognized when felt.
A love never sought
Is a love never lost,
But the fate of love,
Is to have, to then lose.
I never agreed with
'It is better to have loved and lost
Than to never have loved at all'
But now I find,
That my heart strengthened with that fall.
October, 2004

Answer to Happiness

I once thought I knew
Exactly what I wanted out of life,
But now I sit dumbfounded,
Completely unsure of even my dislikes.
What is worth striving for,
And what is a waste of time?
I know not anymore.
A question, yet no answer comes to mind.
I want to be happy
That much I know.
But how to attain this happiness
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Has not yet been shown.
I once thought that the road to happiness
Was lined with dollar bills,
But now even money
Has lost its materialistic thrill.
Then perhaps, success was the answer.
For success does not mean wealth.
Then I find that success can not be defined,
So maybe, happiness is found in good health.
But, health is not enough.
It doesn 't guarantee you a close friend.
It does not mean you'll be liked

Nor that the good times will never end.
Maybe, love?
Love makes your heart beat strong.
True love is worth a million,
With the success oflove, days are no longer long.
Love encompasses all
That much will remain true,
But whether love will be enough,
Depends on your point of view.
October, 2004

Heart or Mind

My heart and mind do not agree.
A settlement to this argument remains unseen.
I look in his eyes and see all I've wished.
I watch his smile and wonder about his ki ss.
My heart yearns for attention,
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For loving warmth and affection.
My mind waivers at the thought
As affection is sought.
I do not know what to follow
My heart always pure or my mind never hollow?
There is no compromise to be dealt,
The ultimatum steadily felt.
A choice unreconciled,
A decision for unseen miles.
What am I to say?
A decision is not needed today.

October, 2004

In Loving Confusion

I stand by Confusion.
He will not let me rest.
He haunts my thoughts,
As my heart beats in my chest.
Confusion originates from love.
He leaves the burden steadfast.
Here I bow my head,
Praying for this to pass.
I do not like not knowing,
Nor my fate being in another's hands.
I wish I could express this
And finally proudly stand.
I do not need this confusion
Of unwanted love,
Nor do I want
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The clouded skies above.
What I wish for is this :
A mutual love and respect,
With unbridled affection in a kiss.
This, my love, I expect.
November, 2004

Lonely Winter

Winter came without you.
I know you thought
The world would stop turning
And that my love could be bought.
I do not hear the words you say.
Those pleas and excuses have no affect.
I do not need the warmth of your arms.
The winter no longer makes me upset.
I am fine on my own
In the cooling breeze.
It resurrects my spirit
As I walk alone with ease.
I never thought a season could change so much,
Nor that I could face the cold alone.
1 am much stronger than I once was,
And this winter proves I am fine on my own.
November, 2004

Pains of Love

My silent screams unknown;
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My broken heart yet to be shown.
I question life and love
As I stare at the ceiling above.
My body and mind are pained
With melancholic thoughts.
My dreams stained;
Heart in a vulnerable knot.
Nights are spent in constant motion.
Never a warrn, quiet moment.
I dread light peeking through the blinds.
I wish to forever end stubborn time.
I long for some excuse,
Some reason to cut loose.
I cannot carry on like this.
Yet, so afraid to be missed.
Each moment I tire more.
With each word I grow weaker.
I strive to picture us on a peaceful shore.
That day, you will find me a bit stronger.
November, 2004

Growing Friendship

You smile, and I can't help
But smil e in return.
Days are shortening
As a growing friendship is learned .
.Flirtatious looks and gestures
Bring smiles so true.
I cannot imagine
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Any other way with you.
December, 2004

Guarded Heart

Neither the sonnets of Shakespeare
Nor the ethical soundings of Machiavelli
Will make the love, I strongly hold, mutual.
Knowledge is not the heart's key.
No, your love will not be attained
By any earthly matter.
No words of romance
Will sway your heart sooner.
Only the glimpse in my eye
And the affection in my hands
Will weaken your guarded hea11·
And subdue the wall to sand.
To my guarded love, I give patienceKnowing that this love is worth waiting for.
Remember how I Jove you now,
For later in life I will love you more.
February, 2005

To Love One Must Lose

A perplexed brow
And a weepy, tear-stricken faceThe cause of this?
A smile on another's face.
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Why so would the happiness of another
Twist the soul into such a tearful matter?
Misunderstood the response would be.
One could never understand what lies within:
Lonely envy hidden beneath the surface,
Yet on the facade a sincere grin.
Sincerity found in the happiness for a friend,
Who bas discovered a love to loneliness end.
Still the fear remains that this happiness
Will only cause a lonelier path.
After all, with one so in love
Friendship is inadvertently lost in love's selfish wrath.
A smile will remain - support for a dear friend But so will the fear of a friendship's fated end.

June, 2005

Another Smile

A mention of your name
Brings an unmatched smile.
She brings her shoulders to her cheeks
And remembers yom touch for a while.
The smile stays a timely expression.
She loses all sense of time and place
And thinks only of the next meeting
And the beauty of your face.
Dress to impress.
Give mother a call.
To the warmth of your arms
Is where her heart is drawn.

June, 2005
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Loving Thoughts

Seeing the smiles of those in love
Only makes me desire you more.
But how to attain your love?
I am left unsure.
I do not know
If your feelings are the same.
All I can think about is your voice
And your smile when you greet me by name.
I love the sound of my name
At the tip of your tongue.
Never is it more pleasantly saidNever do I act so flirtatiously dumb.
July, 2005

No Less

Want is only felt
Of objects and persons
Not yet possessed.
Is the desire worth the venture
Or your time to invest?
No foreseeable future;
No guaranteed gain;
Solely the chance of happiness
Or tear-birthing pain.
But, tears are not finite
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Therefore why worry at the loss.
The only aspect of concern
Is how your heart might be tossed.
Remember that your heart is beautiful
And deserves the best.
Make sure he knows this
And accept no less.
November, 2005

Anchored Affection

I do not dream of unrequited love
Nor do I wish for an object so cliche.
Realism surmounts my heart.
Emotions. succumb to keep love at bay.
To dream of any such
Would birth improbable hopes.
Too familiar is disregard
To endure any dream by a falsified scope.
For this, I create impossible expectationsDaily, this list grows.
How could any man pass
Or allow interest to show?
My two greatest fears add
Yet more conflict
To a very weary heart:
To die unloved and alone;
Or, have a mutual love able to be tom apart.
For I have already lost
More than most of my peers.
As steady as waves move,
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My heart anchors deeper with each tear.
Janumy, 2006

Unwilling Heart

I do not ask for much,
Simply sincere longing in another's eyes
With no other goal or intention
Other than the purest of ties.
Who brings this look
Is no one of any account.
I have not yet met him
Or rather, our eyes have not.
Does he even exist?
That question seems to linger.
I cannot imagine a lonelier stretch
Nor a sincere love can I picture.
I do not look for him.
I pretend not to care.
Until my love's eyes I meet,
My heart I will not share.
Februmy, 2006

Loving Aspiration

Friends in love inspire
Loving dreams for others
After today, many will aspire
To behold the love you do as you hold each other.
April, 2006
To Lisa & Jason

]1

One

One day,
One smile
My life pem1anently changed.
Every foot step versus a hundred miles.
Will I ever be the same?
As I walk to you,
I feel my way of life slip away.
Is it so impossible
To be in love and remain unchanged?
So here at this point
I have nothing to say.
I don't want to lose my life
Nor miss you another day.

May, 2006

For Love

My heart is open
To what might come.
Any love around the comer
Will be accepted with open arms.
I have sobbed too many nights
For what I have never had.
I watch others struggle
For this very causeLove.
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What is it worth?
Nothing to some,
And everything to the rest.
Body, soul, and mind
Put to the test.
Gaining what is sought;
Losing to another;
Regaining a feeling
Some have yet to discover.
May, 2006

Anew

I am free,
In this breeze of change.

I am free
From the winds of disdain.
The loathsome burden
Left my eyes.
The exhausting pain
Escaped my heart.
I am free
From you
Free from the pastLife anew.
November, 2006
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Silent Words

Silent prayers
From a troubled mind.
Earnest requests
At a troublesome time.
What answer shall be received
Remains unknown.
The path may stay shaded
Or may be brightly shown.
Though an answer is not certain
Prayer gives a weary soul solace
That those deep-hearted words were heard
By the One who can hear the speechless.

October, 2004

Blinded Steps

I do not understand,
But am I suppose to?
I hate not knowing
What to say or do.
I've put my trust in you
To show me a way,
But I did not expect
These lonely days.
Please give me a sign
To what my next step should be.

I know you won't misguide me
Nor let darkness be forever seen.
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It's difficult at times,
As questions soar through my head.
I still seek answers,
My quest never dead.
My faith is all I have.
Knowledge is no help.
Materials all spent.
Love kept to myself.
Blinded steps lead me now;
Faith, show me where to tum.
I will not waiver,
Though my path is difficult to discem.
October, 2004

Holiday

Holiday- a time for joy and cheer.
Each one celebrated once a year.
Fall and winter are the apex
In which, days quiet the social unrest.
To most, holidays bring smiles
And loving tokens in various styles.
But why does it take a holiday for people to care?
Why be any different the other days of the year?
People are always in need,
Whether it be lack of love or necessities.
Money can only take you so far,
But kindness, takes you beyond earth-seen stars.
Please open your eyes and heart to others
And remember to love one another.
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November, 2004

Anonymous Morality

How strange some thoughts lie;
An entanglement of longing and lack thereof.
My mind wonders at every egocentric gesture.
Wavering thoughts-! look to the Above:
Painful dignity and hurting pride
Keep my mournful days ongoing.
I pray for an escape.
For my soul needs saving.
Not from pit less Hell,
Nor the violent hands of another,
But from the harsh reality
Of daily endeavors:
From having to succumb to the sickening social acceptance
To lacking the ability to save
A society built in self-destruction,
A place where morality bares no name.

February, 2005

Dark Angel

I see a man
Covered by shadows.
His likeness tall and poise
With a heart below the depths of shallow.
I do not know why he is there,
Continuously on watch.
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Part of me feels secure,
Though my heart twists in a dubious knot.
His presence is troublingly comforting,
And yet, in the lack of hi s presence,
I feel beyond troubled-

! lose all c·ommon sense.
Who is this man?
What purpose does he serve?
I know not either,
Neither do I wish to discern.

April, 2005
Maturing Beauty

It is this unbridled beauty

That gives life meaning.
It shows God's wonders

And provides the soul much needed healing.
Why am I to be one so blessed?
I am not of any great stature
Nor part of any essential planYet my mind, in sight of this beauty, matures.
I feel at ease in spirit.
Though this journey is not without challenge,
Self-realization unmatched takes place
As I push to the edge.
May, 2005
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Inner Summit

For the first time in my young life
I feel complete on my own.
I am not helpless as I once thought.
No, there is an inner strength now shown.
I have journeyed through steep valleys and treacherous craters,
Trekked down mountain sidesAnd returned intact to the soulful summit.
Achieving the path to which now I abide,
I do not fear tomorrow
Now blurry in my sights.
Today's sun is all I sense
Until the presence of tomorrow' s light.

May, 2005

Christmas Wish List

What do you want for Christmas?
This thought provoking question arises each year.
When I was thitteen I wanted a dog,
But I did not get Chance until the following year.
At sixteen I wanted a car.
This took even longer to get,
And once I got it- I wrecked it.
What a way to get my first ticket!
Year eighteen I wanted yet, another pet.
But, Bmiser I did not get
Before another two years were spent.
Ironic- to always get what I wanted
Just at a later date.
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How come that doesn't happen now What has twisted my lucky state?
At twenty, my answer laid heavily upon my heart.
"What would you like for Christmas?"
My best friend back.
Why did this have to be so hard?
Now at twenty-one, my only wish is this
That my loved ones remain safe and healthy
So next Christmas,
I can give them each a hug and a kiss.

December, 2005

Everlasting Promise

When the days were still young
And man so unwise,
He already knew
We'd bring tears to His eyes.
He sacrificed
All of his love
And to this mortal world
Gave the purest of doves.

Each day I pray
To keep God in my sight,
My light in the window
On the darkest of nights.
Every time that I kneel
My heart soars into flight.
No fears shall ever taunt me
With Him at my side.
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Now the days aren't so young
And man still unwise,
But we have a promised chance
To keep God in our eyes.
His sacrifice
Was made with love.
It shall remain

'Til we rejoice Above.

He holds out His hands
So we will not stray.
Praise Heaven above!
We'll meet there one day.

February, 2006

Strength of Yesterday

The past- no control,
Yet my mind suffers a toll.
I never thought yesterday
Could min tomonow,
Nor that present joys
Could be dampened by past sonow.
I blame this on you.
Before yesterday was due,
I was fine.
I did not tear at sappy sights
Nor did I wake up deluged
And dry-mouthed because of a dream.
Yet my mind misguides
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This paradoxical demise.
I tear so much sooner
Only because I better appreciate life.
Each day I live,
I live to the fullest.
I take risks
That open my youthful eyes.
Because of you I know the greatest sorrow
And the purest love.
You gave me life for tomorrow,
Though one yesterday
God took you Above.
March, 2006

Soul Searching
Soul searching, you suggest?
What is there to find?
There is not much to my life
Yet so much on my mind.
The ones I love the most
Have no knowledge of my heart.
They do not know me.
Rather, they continue to see what they saw at the start.
I cannot bend nor twist
Out of this expected guise,
So I surrender to these thoughts
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And li ve my life through lies.
I act upon expectations
Never wavering for my whims.
Pleasing others is a must.
Individualism is lost in the hunt.
Staggering this knowledge is.
When will I be loved for who I want to be,
Instead of being molded
To what others wish to see.
June, 2006
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Jading of Time

Exhaustion overcomes my mind,
As I sit and contemplate.
The future is not close enough,
Yet, I find I'm always late.
What has been missed

In this absence of time?
A question that has an answer
I shall never find.
The weary routine my days have taken
Is drawn out to the last of the year.
I yearn for change, a new sight,
Even one that brings me to tears.
For now my emotions are numb
My heart and mind jaded.
My thoughts are constantly racing,
Yet dull as a silent blade.
I know what I desire
And the path is clearly shown,
But to take it, I'd lose so muchSo much potential has built as I have grown.
Which to follow
My heart or my mind?
To have all I've wished
Or to find strength in time?
September, 2004
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My Name
My name
You can't take.
My name
You can not forsake.
My name is the one thing
That I can always call my own.
I can write it as I please,
Or choose to exclude it when I answer.
Sometimes I sit and write it
Many times over.
No two signatures are the same,
Not one am I fondest of.
I am proud of my name
That my parents gave.
It will always be my own.
To it, my memory will eternally be saved.

October, 2004

Battle of Time

Time is my worst enemy
Yet, my most loyal ally.
Against Him I constantly race,
But wish for time to fly.
Time wins most battles
That I do not deny,
But time does not play by life's rules.
No, he has his own agenda to apply.
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He forces ultimatums
And broken hearts.
He conquers over patience
And tears sanity apart.
Time may not be fair,
But he is out of my hands.
No matter how often Time beats me,
I will not yield to the clockwork's hands.

November, 2004

Who Knows Me

You think you know me.
Do you really?
I don't even know myself.
I'm sure you find that silly.
But, this is the truth :
I learn more about myself everyday.
As far as who I am,
Who's to say?
I have not yet decided
How I want to be,
So when you take a quick look,
Don 't think you know me.

November, 2004

Fear of Death

I do not fear
As I once did,
Nor do I tear
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At unknown sights.
I no longer fear
Death knocking at my door.
I change into fifth gear
And forget my past plights.
To fear death is to fear life
And I shall not let death
Live my life.
I will live my own.
I will live as I wish
That is no other's choice.
To death, I shall never relinquish
My lively voice.
November, 2004

The Day After

Consumed in dull emotions,
I lay my head upon the pillow.
I close my eyes
And dream of nothing but tomorrow.
Yet it's not a dream
It's a plan for the next day.
I do not know why
I spend my nights this way,
Wasting my quiet moments
In busy thoughts.
I constantly deliberate
Until tomorrow is no longer sought.
Tonight is still the same.
I climb under the covers
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And wish the world away,
But hold concern for the day after.
I wish I could pause all movement
And freeze time.
I wish I could rest
Without tomorrow on my mind.

November, 2004

Yet, This Year Ends

Trials and tribulations,
I sing my year's blues.
A year of cheerless tears,
A year of discovering my own tune.
Stress surmounting my days,
Impossible sights blinding my eyes,
Happiness remaining unknown,
Yet this year will surely die.
Youth now passed
No more childhood dreams;
A best friend lostAn endless year it seemed.
Friendships anew,
A special love still unseen,
Familiar hard timesAdd to the hope that next year will be keen.
Trials, tribulations, and tears
Yes, this was my year,
But also, strengthening bonds with family and friends.
Even with all of this- this year has come to an end.

D ecember, 2004
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Restless

At this ragged age,
My only comfort-a pillow.
No peace found there;
My heart remains hollow.
What disquieting thoughts
Grow in my mind,
And empty aches
That plague my old heart.
Sleepless exhaustion .. .
I lie awake once more.
Tomorrow's light so overbearing
My temples grow sore.
Knowing my friends' backs
All too wellWill this sight forever haunt me?
Time will only tell.
February, 2005

Competing Thoughts

Uncertainty plagues my thoughts
What shall I do next?
Live life as others ' thoughts think I should,
Or live in an unpredictable hex?
Unexpected expectations circumference
Every uttered compliment;
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Each unwanted from the first movement
Of their ever gracious tongues.
I do not wish
To continue pleasing others.
My wishes are now of priority,
No concern for whom that bothers.
I wi ll do as I please
And what will render me complete.
This decision is mine
With others' thoughts, I will not compete.

March, 2005

Time

Time haunts me.
There is never a minute
That time is not present.
He never rests or empathetically bends.
Time has a strict and overpowering force,
Leaving me coerced in continuation
Of whatever objection or goal,
Never straying from realization.
I cannot relax.
No, I cannot lay still.
The clock is ticking;
I live by time's will.

April, 2005
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To Whom It May Concern

To whom it may concern:
It' s time feelings are let aside
And the truth left barren
To cease this ill chides.
I know that I am not beautiful
By the standards held by many.
I know that I do not fit
In the admired populace nor size zero jeans.

Here is a surprise to mostAside from the acknowledgement that I knowI do not care to be,
A falsified show.
Here is me:
I'm just below average height
And just above average weight.
Youthful chubbiness remains my fate.
I have silver braces
Yet my teeth lack luster.
Blemishes are slightly seen,
Nothing not cured with a little powder.
My body is far from perfectThe only compliment to be heard
Regards my deep blue eyes,
Nothing so much to me - a little absurd.
To whom it may concern:
If you find me less than beautiful
That is what your eyes show,
But remember, while judging others
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In the heart is the sole place where true beauty shall be shown.

May, 2005

Vanity of Words

Perhaps I am selfish,
Maybe I just do not understandBut in a world where words
Can be held above action
I am unimportant.
The words I speak fall vain
As remarks continuously show
My thoughts do not matter.
Every angle of this world
Has its own demands;
Demands to meet expectations
Without insubordination or question.
Survival is no longer a feat
Of defeating hunger and anguish;
No, it is now knowing when to speak
And when to let your thoughts vanish.
June, 2005

Fate's Numbers

They are simply numbers.
Numbers on glossy paperRoutinization social life.
Without them, we would lose time's fateful counters.
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Simply numbers- but they haunt my dreams.
Why so would the flipping of a page bring such grief?
Most could not share equal burden;
Some more, some much less.
With segregated lives,
One is simply unable to judge the rest.
1217 I celebrate my life with my family.
8/24 I smile in remembrance of a good friend.

9111 I say a prayer for those lives lost and for their famil ies.
10/1 I remember how early young lives can end.

September, 2005

Tomorrow's Presence

Wary of tomorrow's light;
Doubt overpowers each thought.
Are steps being taken in the right direction,
Or are future splendors set to rot?
Today's actions weigh so heavily upon tomorrow.
Shall the alarm clock be set an hour early?
Or perhaps, a hour later,
As it is unhealthy to always hurry.
Words bring no assurance,
As nothing is set in stone,
So sleep and wake as you please
Until tomorrow is finally known.

September, 2005
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Prideful Fall

At this very point
I have come to realize
That dreams torture soulsI am sure you can sympathize.
You have probably seen,
As I have this very night,
That dreams are keen
But only when they are in sight.
Even when the light
Is just beyond the horizon
It does not last for long;

Obstacles tend to hinder what we dream upon.
There is this curse
Of 'wanting it all'
What I have suffered from mostA prideful fall.

September, 2005

Twenty-One and Still Alive

Twenty-one
And I'm still here;
Walking with my head held high
And my eyes free of tears.
A raised brow
Is a constant fixture,
Attempting to fathom what's in store-
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What more must I endure?
Twenty-one
And still alive,
Though many loved ones
Have passed on by.
Some friends married;
Some with kids;
Some only in memory
Of when they once lived.
Twenty-one
And fmally awakeThe best years of my life were spent in ignorance,
No knowledge of what was at stake.

Yes, 'still alive' I said.
You think that's absurdBut, my thoughts lie in the past,
Behind closed doors.
What others know
Is what they perceive
From days that I care
About what they see.
For I am not everything they think.
Yet, I am more than they' d guess.
How I stumble across a tight rope
Between glory and an utter messIs unknown to most.
As are the internal st:mggles I face,
I hide what I think.
What I feel has no place
Especially here, right now.
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For at twenty-one, my life is nearer
To its end,
In comparison to when it began.
Time does not bend.

Every year has new struggles.
Every day creates new doubts.
Every hour my mind changes.
What to think about?
Should I worry about schoolA never-endingjoumey?
Stress surmounts there;
Average is failure to me.
Work just the same,
I must be 'the best.'
My passion, writing,
Seems to kneel to the rest.
Concem for friends
Makes relaxation a test.
Now, family is ill.
What could possibly be next?
I cannot stand the thought
Of living in the past.
Yet, there I am secure.
There I have what I have lost.
Peace at last.

Peace-in a time of war.
Mini-battles fought
Behind locked doors.
Love still sought;
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Friendships anew;
Remembering friends of the past,
And wondering if they knew.
I thought we'd always be friends,
That life was for sure.
But, the friends I have lost
Prove anything can advert.
Here my heart brinks.
Now worrisome of what is to be.
I have no control,
No way to foresee.
December 7'", 2005

Shattered

'Shattered
Beyond repair. '
A perplexing response to

"How are you dear?"
There is no point
In maintaining a smiling guise.

I am not 'happy,'
Nor I am 'just fine. '
'Okay' is even a stretch

In this incorrigible state.
'I've been much better before,
Than of late. '
Unhappiness has finally reared his ugly bead,
Blocking any sunlight that exists.
He shades my eyes even at night With only the moon to be missed.
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This state has remained
For over a year.
All this while, my heart has ached in pain.
Countless times have I shed tears.
"What has you so down?"
' I do not know-

! cannot tell why
My heart pains me so.
There is nothing worth a smile,
No undeniably cheerful sight.
All I feel are past pains;
All I dream are eerily unseen sights.
January, 2006

lAm

Do not admire me
For what I doA student and a manager
Merely covering bills due.
If I am to be admired,
Admire me for this
That I am who I am
With flaws to remiss.
I am an aspiring author
And rock star in the solitude of my room.
I am a mathematician
Who sees that strength with nonchalant gloom.
I dislike being wrong
And despise those who believe they are always right.
I am cautious on an adventure
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Yet, jumped from a plane without fright.
I am all of this
And so much more.
I am a loving granddaughter
And a niece adored.
I am a big sister,
Who learns more
About herself
As her brother' s height soars.
I am a friend who has lost
And learned to love again;
A daughter striving to be
The best in the eyes of her parents.
Admire me for any of this
And you will receive my gratitude.
For who I am is so much more
Than what I do.
February, 2006

Migraine of the Poet

Senses unleashed;
Feelings keen to the extreme;
The world becomes blurry
As tears begin to stream.
Pain unrecognized and unmatched
Lies within my eyes.
The quickest way to relief
Is to temporarily die.
Every glimmer of light
Is as powerful as the sun.
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Every single motion
Takes my strength, renders me done.
The battle at best,
My body lies ambivalent.
Cold or bot, tired yet awakeAny noise sounds violently.
Is it over or just starting round two?
I am so afraid to think
About when am I next due.
I fear how low my soul will sink.
March, 2006

Memory of Tragedy

I saw a movie today
About that tragic day in SeptemberOur day to live in infamy,
A day all remember.
As I watched the story unfold
And lives forever changed,
I bear stories untold
And realize my heart is not the same.
I tear for those lost
And the loved ones they left.
I pray for their souls
Taken by the most cumbersome test.
Selfi sh I know,
That J also tear for a memory.
For on that tragic 11th day of September
You were still beside me.
April, 2006
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Invisible Guard

Memories of a time
When friends were difficult to find
Cloud my jaded thoughts.
Friendship was constantly sought.
By way of guise or material lure,
These friends were "earned"Until an unsought friendship
Made the losses learned.
A mind may grow weary
And forget those memories.
But, a heart always remembers
Kindness and cruelty.
Flashbacks repeat
The love and fable
Yet, now all I wish
Is for that lost state of invisible.
For being out of sight
Would replace the lost securityWhat I have is all I need.
Nothing more to lose to inevitability.

August, 2006

Wearisome Soul

When words seem to falter
And eyes swell to full
All reason is lost
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In a salty pool.
What is the cause?
Where to go now?
No answer too obvious.
No whims to bow.
Between this place
Of desperately wanting the unknown
And subconsciously knowing all is fine,
Stands a mystified soul in stone.
This soul wanders in its mind
Without moving a foot in place,
Frantically searching for happiness of old Yet finding no familiar face.
Mind tum again -

I

Where is the peace!
Calm, my friend, rest in ease .. .
This trying time is just another detour on life' s journey.
August, 2006

The Wanderer

When pity has no place
And estranged the heart becomes,
A dismayed soul wanders about
With no resolute goals or qualms.
Standing on unstable ground,
Searching for some form of support,
Lost this soul becomes
And falls to the earth.
Here the soul is found
Amongst the rubble of the past.
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Left to wrought in peace
Or forever stain the grass?
August, 2006

Pity's Demise

When pity has not a face,
But rather, shows two,
Eyes mournfully glisten
Like the misty morning dew.
Soaked in perspiration
This pitiless soul becomes
Lost in desolation
Hidden from the sun.
Yet another face shown;
Heart enlightened;
The world is not so pitiless.
Happiness the demise, pity is at its end.
September, 2006

Timeless Brute

There is no room for rest

In a world such as this.
Cannot slow nor stop
Or else much will be missed.
Work surmounts untouched;
School the same.
Do not slow down
Or min a name.
No time for hurt or sick,
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Never answer negative, even in truth.
Continue on as if all is well.
Time and money are such brutes.
September, 2006

The Leaf that Killed a Poet

With the most sincere regards,
You must be informed of
A loved one's death.
Driving in the night- lonely and in thought.
Well surely that is the cause.
No, a life is lost not to guilt
Nor to the lonely darkness of night.
Her life was a successful quilt
Of achievements and multiple delights.
Well , then, it was another on the road that night.
No, once again: she was morbidly alone.
No other is to blame,
For this name in stone.
The cause is simple:
A leaf.
So often those who look far ahead, do not check
Spots a blind- for a moment brief.
My sincerest apologies for your loss.
Take some time, for love, to know it.
With the most sincere regards,
The Leaf that Killed a Poet.
October, 2006
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Drowning

Lost in a sheet of tearsAll bearings mislaid.
Mind and body weakened.
Heart begins to jade.
I know not what happened
To a life once so full.
I cannot fathom what twist
Made me into the fool.
As of now I am as I have been
Alone in dismay.
No quizzical friend
For my faith to convey.
A friend lost
Never to be replaced.
A hole in my heartMemories embraced.
I am no longer someone' s everything,
Nor is anyone mine.
Perhaps, that explains the tearsLoneliness haunts my time.
For everyone has lost
Yet, regained some similar state.
Whereas I weakenOh, God is it too late?
Too late to change who I am
Or what I will becomeFar from what 1 want:
Brains instead of looks,
Heart of a fool,
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Strings tipped by hooks,
Drowning in a salty pool.
December, 2006

One

Here it is
My one last chance
To prove to myself
That I have a place,
A voice, a name.
That I will not be
A mere pile of dust,
Nor that my words
Will be burned to ashes
And fall upon deaf ears.
For what a shame it is,
Lives ending so yow1g.
By death or by life,
Muted tonguesNo shared songs.
One life is but a glimpse
To what the world is.
A beam oflight
In a dark corner.

One life may not be much,
Just enough to read a word or two.
But, one word is all it takes.
One word can make a heart move.
Life.
Love.
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Freedom.
Death.
Friendship.
One beam. One word.
But take these lives together
And shine upon the wordsWhat the world really is
And how important each life becomes.
Life is nothing without love and freedom,
Through obstacles and hardships,
Only two things are certain: death and friendship.
January, 2007
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Heirloom

I have looked at this identical scene
For nearly twenty years.
Though the house has changed, following the seasons,
My comer remains untouched, unaltered, and bare.
The table on which I am placed,
Is well-crafted from beautiful oak.
The lamp beside me-hideous And the brunt of many family jokes.
Visitors often comment on me,
Inquiring why I remain hollow.
A 'thank you ' and shrug is all they receiveNever an explanation, which I still long to hear.
I am useless, unlike my companions.
The table provides storage, as that hideous lamp lights up the little one's face.
I am never used, solely cleaned from time to time.
They never once have moved me from this lonely space.
I have watched the family for years.
Holiday gatherings, especially Christmas morning, are the best to watch.
I have seen the children learn to crawl,
And now, stand taller than their parents.
So many fond memori es I have shared with them,
But still, they will not acknowledge me.
The dear old lady, who owned me first,
Has now passed.
Tears are alii see.
Yesterday gone, I wait and wonder.
Then out of my cleaning routine,
I am picked up by the mother.
She hands me to her grown, little girl.
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"Grandma wanted you to have this."
"She left this to me?" the daughter began to tear,
"This vase means so much. To the family, it has always been dear."

August, 2004

But Why

But why?
Was all I could ask as a youth.
This inquiry followed any request
Even those that were mute.
I may still not know
Half the reasons why,
But I no longer wonder
Nor have a curious brow above my eye.
For I now understand better
What I have always known:
That love comes in different fom1s,
Some still unknown;
And that the love I receive
Is pure and true.
But why, am I so lucky
To have parents like you?
Perhaps I should not ask this,
As there is no answer why.
I will just thank God
That my life transpired in your eyes.

October 2004
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Three Angels

The secret to my smile?
A famili ar love.
Three different forms of it,
None, another above.
Not a day goes by
Without knowing how much
I am loved.
There is no doubt of such.
No, my three grandmothers
Make sure I know everyday.
What they do not realize
Is that no words could say,
How much I care for them in return.
For each of my three grandmothers,
My three angels, I give
A token of my love forever.
November 2004

Disregarded Love

I am here
But so is he.
Who will be the first
To be seen?
Naivety found in him
Draws stares of concern from you.
Sufficiency abundant in me.
To which does more of your love go?
Yes, he is younger.
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Yes, he needs more attention.
But, it's not as ifl do not need
Some show of superfluous affection.
There is an unspoken battle
Between he and I.
I feel that I am in the way,
That only envy is found in my eyes,
But I do not envy him.
No, to him I feel concern.
Concerned that I only see disregard in his eyes,
And that my love may never be returned.

November, 2004

Family Ties

Memories cannot be made in solitude.
No, joyful memories such as this
Would not be, without those dearest to your heart
Nearby for a grateful hug and kiss,
As we join our families, each one of you are
A memorable part of this.

May, 2005

The Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary
Of

Austin and Patricia Sterling

Fifty years together-are we really that old?
Our faces wrinkled and glasses to read?
That must explain the fifty (or more) grey hairs I have
And you 're fifty hairs less as the rest recede.
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Ah, old age is a blessing-is it not?
Our fifty years together have left us like our grandparents once were.
I remember when we were young
And how old we thought they were.
Time is a fateful friend,
Even the best of us cannot hide.
But, my old friend, I am not upset in age.
No, we have gained so much in our lives.
Fifty years of strengthening Jove,
Fifty years of bad jokes and mimicking bodily sounds,
Fifty years of warm kisses and hugs,
Fifty years of thanking God you are around.
Three, now grown, children we have
Five loving grandchildren and a great grandson added to that.
What more could we ask for?
No other love could begin to match.
So we may be fifty years older
Than when we said our vowsBut that does not mean our love has dulled,
Though for fifty years you have snored like a cow.
June 4

111
,
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Forever in My Heart

Dear Maryland,
Well, my friend, we have gotten old.
It seems so long ago now,

When we were youthful and bold.
God had the right idea
When he made the two of usOver fifty years of friendship,
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That will never tarnish nor rust.
Great distance could never part us.
No, we are forever in each other' s hearts,
And we have shared our entire lives
Even if just in letters and cards.
You are the best friend most pray to find,
And my gratitude for your friendship I wish to show.
I would tell you that ' I love you,'
But that, you already know.
Love you like a sis,
Pat

October, 2005

i
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Open Doors

Don't be afraid as you look ahead

I

The path will not stay grey.

I

Remember God intended a certain journey-

'

~
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You will be shown a way.
For there is nothing wotth having
That you don ' t have to fight for.
Please, continue to dream
Even when you are shown closed doors.
The future for anyone is uncertainHappiness and sadness alike to be endured.
But, remember if you ever need anything:
Look for your family, there you will never find closed doors.
October, 2005
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Heart Ties

It's a wonder to think
Of how alike we are;
Two generations apart
And physicality varies far.
But it is the unseen
That is the same.
I have noticed this of latePassionate hearts never tame.
With my mother in the mix
The three of us share this gifted curseHuge hearts that reach out
With love, friendship, and at times, from the purse.
Tears begin to swell
At a movie's emotional apex,
Though we have seen the movie twice before
And know what to expect.
Reality just as the moviesTears do not shame,
But for us to never smile
Would be a crying shame.
We all have been through
A seemingly mountainous terrain:
The loss of loved ones
And daily dosages of heartache and pain.
But even this
Could never tame our passionate hearts;
I take a look at you and my mother
And I know God blessed me from the start.
October, 2005
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Just Because

Just because, you've always been there
To wipe my tears, to uphold my smile.
Just because, it is natural to love someone
Who has been there for every mile.
Every mile of a life-long journey,
Yet, you're still by my side.
You lifted me up when my heart

I

Felt cold and alone inside.
Just because, you give me the sincerest of hugs
And always when I need them the most.
Because you instilled in me the words "will" and "can"
And never "never," "can't," and "won't."
You made me believe I could do all that I dream
And guided me for these dreams to come true.
Just because, when the world seems against me
I can always look to you.
Why, you ask. What is this for?
Just because you are who you are-

I

A loving mother, a guiding light

I

My own north star.

June, 2006
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A Wedding Toast

Here's to the girl
Who gave so many memories life;
This very same girl
Now a grown woman, mother, and wife.
Fade back to those days
When we were so young.
All we cared about was having fun
And being together like some fabled song.
So many pictures contain a certain three.
The first trio of grandkids, an inseparable bunch.
Remember all those nights we spent over
And played pranks, though we obviously loved one another so much.
Years passed by
And both you and your beauty grew.
At times you seemed far away
But then again, you were always here when one needed you.
You questioned love,
A phase we all go through.
Until one day, you met this man
And you instantly knew.
Eyes in a daze
And a smile. at the mention of his name,

It was so easy to tell
That your life had changed.
So now I raise a glass
To you and your husband.
Congratulations to your love
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And thank you for all the memories to come,
my cousin, my friend.
September, 2006

Change Your Ways

Take some time to reflect
Upon the meaning of love
What is and is not
Beyond and above.
You have no idea
How loved you are,
Nor how many concerns
For now and afar.
You take for granted those who love
And scar their endearing hearts.
With seemingly no care for others,
You tear dreams apart.
These dreams are not for them.
No, my dear brother, rather for you.
They want you to succeed
And love what you do.

In spite of this, you curse at their will The woman who gives everything
And takes nothing for herself,
While standing by your every inkling.
And, the man who shed tears of joy at your birth,
Ob bow do you curseThe man who wants only the best
And empties to you his purse.
Change your ways, my dear brother,
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Before it is too late.
We arc not forever young.
Love, do not forsake.
Please take heed to this,
A sincere and loving plea:
I have seen too many friends
Falter down a likened path.
Change your ways, my dear brother,
Love-in-vain does not linger long.
Do not take love or time for granted,

I

I

Or else your future may be an ill-fated song.
September, 2006

.1

I
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A Friendship Does Not End

The thought never occurs
That you could lose a significant part
To your life, nor that harm
Could ever come to someone dear to your heart.
When that loss takes place,
Your body goes numb as your hemt is pained.
All you can picture is your loved one's face.
You cry painful tears and doubt that you will stay sane.
I know this because it is what I feel
For one of my closest friends,
Someone that I will always love,
Though his life here met its end.
Nothing will ever replace
The void in my heart.
No one will ever know
How much I am tom apart,
For I could never put into words
How special Ricky wasNot just to me, but as a person.
He had the drive and potential to rise above.
Ricky did not fret about the small things
And was always concerned for his friends.
He always told me to relax and have fun
Because our youth will eventually end.
I will forever miss his smile,
But especially his watm hugs.
I will miss his voice
And even his careless shrugs.
But what I will miss most,
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Is the ability to have him near,
To tell him about my days.
The phone will no longer bring him here.
I know that there's nothing to do now,
But to say goodbye.
I promise as long as I live:
Our loving friendship will never die.
October 2, 2004

Tearful Smile

I do not appreciate
When I am asked if I'm alright.
You don't see my face
Nor the tears blurring my sight?
No I'm not alright.
I know that's the answer you regret to hear.
I will not lie;
My heart weakens with every tear.
Everything will be just fine.
That' s no comfort as well.
Stop telling me to calm down,
As another tear begins to swell.
Tears are all I now know.
Eventually I will smile again,
But that smile will be nothing but a show
Or merely a recollection of my dear friend.
October, 2004
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A Promise

Tears may not help,
But they're all I had.
I know that nothing I do
Will ever bring you back.
Even with that fact
I will still tear
From time to time
Even after the passing of many years.
This is my promi se to you:
Other than to reminisce about our time shared.
I will live as we would have
And do all we said we'd do as a pair.
But I will not let the past
Hold back my future.
Don't worry, my friend, I won't forget.

In my mind will forever be your picture.

October, 2004

Unwanted Gift

The sweet, indulgent aroma of fl owers
Weakens my mind.
The gift of flowers has one of two reasons:
Show of affection or condolence for sad times.
This aroma only comes to me
At the worst of times.
I fear the fl owers' scents,
As they submerge my senses and mind.
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How can one dread
Something as gentle and pure as a flower?
The enclosed scent
Only grows stronger by the hour.
Flowers are a nice gesture
Which are appreciated after time,
But when received at a time like this,
They take what peace is left in the mind.
October, 2004

Our Photo Album

Our memory making now over,
No more to add to our photo album,
But our album won't collect dust,
Nor will it be forgotten.
I will show it to family and friends
Or use it for my own consoling.
Forever it shall stay
Near to me, reminding
Of our time spent as friends.
Only the good times live on;
Never will they leave my mind.
Never, from my hea1t, will you be gone.
October, 2004

Memories

I can't help but smile
As I remember your face
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And those insignificant moments
That to the happy times trace.
All I have of you now
Are those memories,
And a few material belongings
That strengthen my memory.
I remember everything about you:
How you smelled like my gift of cologne,
How affectionate your touches and hugs were,
The way you comfmied me whenever I felt alone.
Our last words spoken were happy;
Our last memory was too.
Our memories will never be forgotten,
Nor will the love that I will always feel for you.

October, 2004

Nostalgic Tears

The pain is no longer constant.
No, I only feel it when I am alone,
When there's nothing else to do
But think about life on my own.
There are days, I will admit,
That a tear never forms .
Then there are those times
That my eyes are deluged in flooding storms.
I cannot always explain my thoughts
Nor the cause of my tears.
Maybe it's some reminiscence
Or nostalgia for past years.
I have never felt more alone
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Than when I remember those moments
But I will continue to remember
My friend, my angel, a God-send.

October, 2004

In My Thoughts

So often I've longed
To pick up the phone
To tell you about my day
And everything that you've already known.
No one could understand
What we shared.
I feel incomplete,
Insecure and bare.
I'm not quite sure
What you want me to do.
All I can think
Is that I don't want to hurt you.
Ironic isn't it?
That it sti ll troubles my thoughts
But I pray that you can see me
And that you know you are in my thoughts.
I want to make you proud,
Never in disappointment shake your head.
I still care about what you think

And what you might have said.
I hope you know that I will always love you,

Though my time may seemingly stretch on forever.
In my heart, soul, and mind:
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We will always be together.

October, 2004

A Future from the Past

Finally, goals have been met;
Rewards received,
Yet, something is missing
That dims the achieved.
Through all I have strived for,
You always told me to be patient,
And remember that good things come
To those who deserve. I needed that assurance.
Dreams have come true;
Mountains climbed,
Yet, with all this glory,
Life is not at the apex of sublime.
It is much brighter

Than of late,
But I still have to wonder
If this all was fate.
For the irony of the present,
Is that I owe much of my future to you.
Though our times together have passed,

I

I

I still don' t know what I'd do without you.

November, 2004
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Flashbacks

A letter, a word,
A name.
Such a simple thing
Releases emotions once tamed.
An object, a scene,
A memory.
A familiar voice rings
In the past scenery.
Memories live on
Prolonging my days.
Dreams are seldom
Reflective upon those fonder ways.
Long-standing pains anew.
Doubtful hope that they will end.
A constant longing from this wounded heart
To finally uncover a way to mend.

January, 2005

A Cheated Goodbye

Since the moment I lost you,
I have felt the blame is mine.
As a best friend , I could have changed,
Or at least been there, one last time.
I cheated death,
This, l know for sure.
You were a life partnerA thought not premature.
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If it bad been my time,
You would have been with me,
But something held me back.
If I had known, would my future still be?
This pain still yet unending,
Tell me what J need to heal.
I love you still, but I don't want these tears.
I need to live my life without this morbid deal.
Please understand-! don't want to forget you,
Nor the friendship we shared,
But I need some release
For these memories are too difficult to bear.
This is my final goodbye.
I will smile at the mention of your name,
No longer will I tear,
And finally surrender; realizing life will never be the same.

February, 2005

Seven Ways by an Angel

"Life is not fair, but you can be fair to yourself'How true those words are,
Though in the times such as this
Words only seem to go so far.
But to look at this moment in despair
Would take in vain all you have said
Through all of the hard times you' ve driven us through
And managed to keep us with level heads.
The gratitude and nostalgia for those memories
We will forever bear
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But never will we forget
The knowledge and good times we've shared.
We will remember
'The seven ways to stay strong. '
With advice such as that,
No one could go wrong.
Young lives will remember
The hand that guided them
Through times a bystander
Could never fathom.
We all will remember the smile
Of an emth-bom angel,
Who even through your bard times
Gave counseling and empathy more precious than words can tell.
May, 2005

A Different Sun

I never once pictured
What has become.
Never in my thoughts
Did I see this as tomorrow's sun .
A miracle in tragedy' s guiseBlinded by tears I strayed
Into a lonely space,
Angered by dismay.
But somehow, all is well.
A compassionate hand
Lifted me from my lonely yesterday
And gave me the strength to stand.
Tomorrow no longer seems so harsh.
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I cannot say that the sun shines the sameNo, and it never will .
But the sun's light is now tame.
1 no longer cover my eyes from the glare.
Words could never express my gratefulness
For this heart-mending friendship.
Never will I forget, your kindness.

June, 2005

This Time

This time last yearI was not missing your two a.m. calls,
Nor was I wishing
For a hug as my world seemed to fall.
I did not miss nor wish
For what was not there,
But now it seems as though
I only think oflast year.
This time last yearWe felt immortal in our youth.
We drove around all night,
With no plan of what we would do .
We would spend the whole day together
And still call that night.
A moment of absence was forever-long,
But a day ending with your voice helped me sleep tight.
This time last year1 did not cry myself to sleep,
Nor did 1 picture you
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While passing restaurants where we used to eat.
I never made plans without you
And was upset when you did so without me.
Still, I would have never imagined
How long a lonely day could be.
This time last yearI always wanted to be by your side.
But now, that time is only a memoryAs a year has gone by since I lost having you in my life.
August, 2005

Nonsense of Loss

A year of loss
A year of rediscoveryAttempting to make sense
Of the nonsense around me.
I cling to the pastThe only place I find you.
I listen in on our talks
And wonder if you always knew.
We talked about our futures:
You always said I'd have success,
But could never picture yourself.
Neither could I, I must confess.
I always thought we' d be friends, however.
Just not in this way.
I could never imagine
Having so much hate for a particular date.
I miss our long talks
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That only we would know.
I miss our friendly affection
That only to you I would show.
I hate myself for forgetting the sound of your voice.
Your phone numbers equally gone,
But I remember so clearly your face
And the words to our favorite song.
Without you I have a weakness and yet a strength.
I am a better person
Though I lost a better part of me.
What nonsense surrounds my lifeHow unfair it was to lose you.
Gains and losses inevitable;
But no gain is worth the loss of you.

October F', 2005

September 301h, 2005

Dear Ricky,
It is difficult to express my dumbfounded-state; a year has flown by and I am left
standing alone in disbelief. I refuse to acknowledge that it has been a year since I last saw you.
I have accomplished a Jot this year-! think you would be proud. At least I hope you are,
as I still constantly take into thought what you would say. Five days after I lost you, I conquered
a life-long fear. I stood in front of over five hundred people and read two poems dedicated to
you. Do you remember when we used to talk about our funerals and guess how many people
would show? Well, let me tell you something buddy- you were off by about four hundred and
eighty people. I cannot believe we always thought that it was just the two of us-you were so
loved and you had no idea.
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About a month later, I went to my mother's school and spoke to the elementary students
about poetry. I went to about ten or so classes. Some of the kids even asked for my autograph!

It still amazes me to know that my book is in literally hundreds of homes. One day, I was over at
your house and I saw the book I had given you, this day last year. The last line I wrote to you
broke me: "I don ' t know what I'd ever do without you." I blamed myself, Ricky. Man, have I
ever blamed myself. I kept thinking 'what ifl had gone with him ' 'what ifl hadn't written that.'
I think what got me the most was that I talked to you five minutes before the accident and was
talking to my mom about your driving as I was unknowingly losing you. I bated myself-part of
me still does . How coincidental was everything surrounding you: a dream comes true and a
nightmare the very next day; what I wrote to you; what I said to my mom; how the last few pages
in our scrapbook is funeral notices-everything just suffocates my emotions.
A little while later, I did get that promotion like you said I would. A shock-I'm saying
you were right! I'm still at the same store, which is unfortunate at times.
The week of my 20th birthday I was mi ssing you something fierce. I finally convinced
(well sort of) my parents to let me have a cat. I went to the pet store and fell in love with our
Bruiser. Come to find out, Bruiser was eight weeks old which meant he was born near the end of
September or early October. I'm going to celebrate his birthday on October 1st. I know you'd
Jove him and he'd adore you. He looks exactly like we always talked about. Bruiser has taken
your spot on my bed though, but don't worry, I still love you the most. Do you remember how
funny it was to see my mom's reaction when she walked into my room? You'd be lying next to
me and we'd be talking about some nonsense; she'd worry so much and keep coming out,
'making sure we didn't need anything.' I miss those times so much.
This summer Kathy and I went to Hawaii. Can you believe it? We hiked and climbed
rocks surrounding waterfalls. I saw desert, lava, forest, mountains-it was beautiful. At one
point we hiked down into one of the craters and laid on the broken lava rock, looking at the
crater's mountainous walls and the misty haze above us. I imagined what it would be like to
have you right there with us.
I never thanked you enough for what your friendship did to me- J am a stronger, less
judgmental, and more confident person because of you. I can walk into a restaurant and eat by
myself; I give a second thought to other's views before I open my mouth; and, I venture out
more to new places and meet more people-all of this is because of you. Thank you Ricky.
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I do have to say, however, that I also have regrets due to you. I regret not hugging you a
bit longer at our last goodbye. Ifl had known that night- I'd never had let you go. And, I regret
not being able to forgive and forget. You see, Ricky, you broke one too many promises- the last
being the worst. Remember that Madonna cd that you 'pinky swore' you'd give it back, but all I
have now is the empty case? Ironic, isn't it? That of all the promises, of all the memories and
pinky swears, that is the one I will forever hold against you.
The morning after l found out, I had a dream. You and I were looking at the mess you
made of your car, but you were fine. You carelessly shrugged and smirked saying, "well, I guess
you're not getting that cd back." The dream itself was enough to get to me but weeks later-your
mom let me in your room. She said I could have whatever I wanted. As I went through the bag
of items retrieved from your car the only cd not in its case was my Madonna. You did that on
purpose didn't you? Nice. I guess I got you though, I have your swimming jacket and your
favorite shirt-they mean the world to me.
Thank you for your friendship and your lasting impact on my life. Hove you still and
always will.

YourNSLP,

t£w.;they

Twice the Luck

The past now present-

! take a moment to recollect.
Wonderment and dismay,
Heartache and smiles met.
Several years younger
I met my best friend,
A boy-still lacking maturityNever shall! see him , a grown man.
From him, I learned to love,
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Just not in the familiar sense.
I leamed that love has different forms.
None of which should be remiss.
He taught me to trust,
Though vulnerable times hurt.
He gave me a smile
While with enthusiasm picking out my new shirt.
An amazing friend he was
Even through the rough times
Times I could have screamed
And left him at the drop of a dime.
Those times don't occur now.
History does not repeat.
Only once in life does one have a friend
That some wait an eternity to meet.
But, that is where the wonderment lies:
The time-held truth to disprove,
Here is yet another close friend
To break pain loose.
I cannot imagine how
Such a beautiful soul remaining in a shadow.
You taught me how to follow my instincts
And let life's rivers flow .
I thought I would never have a friend
Again to trust as much,
Nor did I expect
To enjoy life without the other I loved so much.
Because of you I have lived my dreams
While to the list adding a few more.
I have seen beauty beyond words,
Such as the waves crashing on volcanic shores.
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I love not knowing what is next
And knowing that whatever it is you'll be there.
For once I am the lucky oneTwo best friends. My heart equally shared.
January, 2006

Question of Betrayal

To what point should one bend
To appease wandering souls?
How many of these acquaintances
Will be present at life's last toll?
With those questions at hand,
Another shall stand.
Why should I care
Or have my time and life shared?
Too many loved ones
Ended life abruptly.
Most did not even celebrate
Year twenty.
To spending my life
Living for others

Would be a crime and betrayal
To my ill-fated sisters and brothers.
I will not let my life
Be so abrupt and unfinished
And I will not subside;
My dreams never relinquished.
I hate being stem
At a selfish degree
But not to live my own life
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Would betray those so dear to me.

February, 2006

Dark Realizations

Late at night
Is when I know your heart.
Finally, I see what you knew.
How blind I was my Jove, my heart
To hold on tight,
Steadfast and bias in my life.
Terrible 1 find this sight
Replaying in my mind.
No deviance from the first,
I wake in fright.
There you are as you were,
My one true love.
1 didn't understand your heart
Nor the controlling factor.
I only knew what I saw,
What I felt, what I wanted.
I wanted it all to be okay,
Ignorant of what had become.
You told me of your nights
Waking, shivering in sweat.
Confusion, loneliness, regretAll emotions flooding your soul.
What was wrong?
What I now feel.
The past will never be matched,
No new glory to be seen,
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Nostalgia for old friendships,
Fear of what is to come.
What choice must be made
Adds grievance to this heart.
Here the blame is to be had.
l know not what I could have done.
But I would have done it all.
For it is now my heart, I fear,
Lost in regret and nostalgia,
Dreading the light of tomorrow.

May, 2006

Curse of the Flower

As the years pass
And memories fade to grey,
I strive to remember you
In our youthful days.
Youthful is a profound adjective
Is it not? For it has not been long.
But, my mind and heart have agedTearful memories long gone.
Tears and emotions spent
To the bottom of my purse.
Wanderings of future love
Remind me of a fateful curse:
To love is to subject yourself to loss.
How the evitable light burns,
But without love,
A life never matures.

October, 2006
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